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VS-10 v3     Voltage Stage module 
 
Our amplifier module range is based on a symmetrical, international well known and very reliable concept. 
The schematics we refer to barely could make 60Wrms, ours can make up to 2kW if you like. 
Due to our completely different way of thinking when it comes to PCB design and layout, mechanical and 
thermal stress, magnetic interference, EMI, etc., an ELTIM amplifier built with these modules looks and acts 
a bit different as you are used to though. Our first amps run daily for over four years without any problem. 
 

In order to make a true difference, the power amplifier schematics is split in a voltage- and a current stage 
board in order to provide the long list of demands. Instead of commonly used LED-circuits, we use special 
wide range Current Regulator Diodes. Doing so, our amplifier system is way more stable, works over a wide 
supply range and more important: having way better sound compared to the original basic setup. 
NOTE: you need any VS-module in combination with any CS-module to form a working amplifier.  
 

 Some of the highlights of this VS-10 Voltage Stage module: 

o Separate (upgradeable) most basic fully symmetrical pre-driving (voltage) stage 
o Central positioned (same temperature), high voltage SMD transistors T1-T4 in the input stage.  
o High voltage Epitaxial driving transistors. 
o Extremely stable, wide range Current regulator diodes (CRD’s)  instead of  LED circuits. 
o DC input on left and right side. High end capacitor between this input and RCA-inlet possible. 
o AC (>2Hz, other on request) input, by your choice on left or right side.  
o 2,2uF MKT Intertechnik input capacitor. 
o WIMA MKP10 capacitors in local feedback circuit. 
o High quality 1% MOX resistors 
o Double sided board with 18um copper (standard thickness) 
o V+ and V- available on left- and right side.   
o RF-interference blocking capacitors in strategic positions.  
o Styroflex RF-capacitor in feedback circuit.        
o Planes at both sides are grounded, avoiding hum and noise. 
o L-mounted to any CS-board. On CS-40(ps) stack mount possible, just another connector. 
o Dimensions: 200x35x8mm. 

 
VS-10 (V3) module with vertical connector for stack mounting. 

By soldering an angled connector at the front side it can be L-mounted. 
Here, the 2,2uF input capacitor is mounted at the back side. 

 

We are now producing these V3 versions, also fitting Monoblock structures. With these,  
just the side connectors are shifted to the top edge and some minor component shifts done.  
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CONNECTOR FUNCTIONS 
The centre connector is where one of our Current Stage modules are connected, normally in vertical position. 
For low profile solutions f.e. mounting in MODU Galaxy 40mm or Slimline 1U cabinets, this VS module can be 
mounted horizontal as well.  You only need to use another type of connector and reverse polarity compared 
to L-mounted way! 
Besides the needed connections for basic amplifier function, there are also connections for the NTC and the 
centre contact leads to the idle current potmeter of any CS-module. In this VS-10 it has no function, nor is the 
PTC functioning here. With later VS-modules you could adjust idle current, f.e. to switch to class A mode 
automatically when only low power is used or to class B when NO power is used ……. 
 

At the left or right connectors the input signal is connected. Both have the same connections. 
Connector signals: + and - voltage, AC and DC input and signal ground.  
At these side connectors you also can stack an input/output board where the RCA connectors are connected.  
In the ACin line, there is an  Intertechnik MKS-2,2uF input capacitor. A Mundorf MCAP250-2,2uF could fit 
though. You could also use a better quality input capacitor on that board, connected to the DC-input of this 
VS-10 module and so bypassing the on-board, small capacitor. In that case it’s not used any more. 
We also provide a board with InGeniusTM balanced XLR inputs with ultralow CMRR of 90dB. This transformer 
acting principle also allows the use of very long interlink cables, f.e. required for live performances. 
At the same DC-input a DC-voltage can be fed by some electronics, monitoring the DC-level of the output of 
the amplifier. This servo system so controls and regulates the DC-level to 0 at all times.  
 
 

AVAILABILITY 
This module is available in different way of finish: 

 Component kit with all necessary parts, schematics and 
components location plan. 

 Ready built and tested module in combination with all  our CS-
modules.           

 
Check our website for ordering 
 

We made a separate website for our bespoke amplifiers:  
www.eltimaudio.com where we show some examples of how we can make your unique,  

hand built amplifier. Actually, our Louis is building it himself. Want one?  MAIL. 
 

 

More specific info of every separate module you can find at our website. 
 
 
Nice, but how does this concept sound? 
Well, since it is difficult to judge your own stuff, we let others speak.  
Switch the language at left top for Dutch and German comments. 
 
A few words picked out: “air”, “there is no amp”, “amazing”, “better than a € 6000,- Tube amp”, etc. 
Imagine, you can build this yourself in modules or as kit, have a lot of fun, learn AND save quite some money 
compared to the prices of similar sounding amps. Note that this is NOT a simple, as cheap as possible setup 
as we see all over the internet nowadays.  This is real stuff and will let you enjoy your music every day ! 

 
 

These designs are copyrighted  
by ELTIM audio BV, Louis Timmers 2019. 

PE1LTM 
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Possible components layout on ELTIM VS-10 module: 

 
L-mounted (most used) versions: 

 

 
L-mounted with input connector at the right side of a complete amp (= left channel). 

 
 

 
L-mounted with input connector at the left side of a complete amp (= right channel). 

 
Note 1: mounted on a CS module the VS-module will be rotated, so inputs will be on the other side as in pictures above. 

Note 2: Mount the 2x11 pole angled male header connector at the front of the PCB. 
Note 3: If revered polarity is required, exchange BCX’s and BDP’s and reverse E202’s, that’s all. 

Note 4: With CS-80 there is not enough room for 2,2uF input capacitor at the front. Then mount it at the back. 
 

====================================================================== 
 

Stack mounted versions for use on CS-40ps LP (with minimum height): 
 

 
Stack-mounted with input connector at the right side of a complete amp (= left channel). 

 
 

 
Stack-mounted with input connector at the left side of a complete amp (= right channel). 

 
Note 5: mounted on a CS module the VS-module will be rotated, so inputs will be on the other side as in pictures above. 

Note 6: mount the 2x11 STRAIGHT male header connector at the back side of the PCB. 
Note 7: If revered polarity is required, exchange BCX’s and BDP’s and reverse E202’s, that’s all. 

Since CS-40ps has its own power supply, we believe this makes no sense with this one, but is possible. 
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VS-10L mounted on top of a CS-40ps LEX08. 

The unused connector can hold a Voltage Regulator module 
or a Protection module (fuse holders removed). 

 
Again: only a combination of any VS-module and any CS-module form a working amplifier. 
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